
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If I ______________ the kind of man he is, I ________________ you go.1.
(not/know) (not/let)

didn't know would not let

If they ____________, they ______________ him.2. (prosper) (repay)prospered could repay

If matters ___________ as they are, you ________________ me taking
things so easy.
3.

(not/be) (not/see)
were not would not see

If I ______ about to do a bad thing and he spoke to me, I ___________ it
up.
4.

(be) (throw)
was 'd throw

Your friends _________________ you, if they ___________ for ten years.5.
(not/find) (search)

would not find searched

I _____________ for hours to see her pass, if she ___________ alone-but
I never told her.
6.

(wait) (go out)
would wait went out

They _______________ human if they _______________ about him.7.
(not/be) (not/talk)

would not be did not talk

If it ___________ so the following pages ___________________ to no
purpose.
8.

(not/be) (passive/write)
were not would be written

When the living was vacant-the present holder, however, was uncommon
tough and did not mean dying-he should follow out the instructions of his
father's will, and if Robert _______________ the thing he ____________ so.

9.

(not/want) (say)
did not want could say

If she _____________, she thought they ______________ her too proud.10.
(not/go) (think)

did not go would think

There they _____________ a hearing, and if the magistrate ________ to
let them off, that was the magistrate's business, but that his duty was to take
them into custody.

11.

(have) (choose)

would have chose

Yet he ___________ if he _________ to.12. (go) (want)could go wanted
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_______________ again after all if it ___________ that I cannot help
coming?
13.

(I/come/?) (not/be)
Would I come were not

It ___________ horrible if they _________ us again.14. (be) (catch)would be caught

I ______________________ him if I ______ him.15. (not/recognize) (see)would not recognize saw

My mother answered; saying, that if I ________ up that position and came
back home she ______________ the country.
16.

(throw) (leave)
threw

would leave

I've no doubt it _____________ all right if I _______.17. (seem) (know)would seem knew

If I __________ thus to you, _______________________ of me?18.
(behave) (what/you/think/?)

behaved what would you think

I don't see how we're ever to get on; and it is so provoking, for, if he
_______ anybody else, we ________ real good friends.
19.

(be) (be)were 'd be

It was believed by many persons that if a man ______ them every day, he
_________________ seven years.
20.

(eat) (not/live)
ate

could not live
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